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s HISTORIANS we turn to those fragments of the past that speak to
our own experience and concerns. I first became interested in the
thirteenth-century mystic and ascetic Marie of Oignies, and in the
writings of her biographer Jacques de Vitry, because I wanted to know more
about the lived experiences and constructed genders of medieval women.
Since g/n/01, however, my scholarly priorities have been transformed; I
wish to explore not only gender relations but also relations between the predominantly Christian West and the predominantly non-Christian East. And
because propagandists both then and now justify armed conflict by highlighting differences, I seek those places where apparent opposites turn out
to be quite similar, where hidden desires blur the boundaries separating "us"
from "them:' And so I turn again to Marie of Oignies and Jacques de Vitry in
an effort to explore a place in which East met West: the space that contained
the sepulcher of Marie of Oignies.

A

Sometime in the last decade of the twelfth century Giles, a chaplain at the
castle of Walcourt, which was located in the Ardennes region of what is
now southern Belgium, decided to leave his position as a secular priest in
order to lead a more formal religious life, following the rule of St. Augustine.
Accompanied by his mother and three natal brothers, Giles left Walcourt,
which was about fifteen miles southwest of the town of Namur, and settled
in a rural area on the Sambre River, about ten miles west of Namur. 1 After
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Giles and his brothers had been joined by several other men, their community of regular canons, which came to be known as St. Nicolas of Oignies,
chose Giles as its prior. The women in Giles' entourage settled alongside the
men's community, in huts between the men's priory and the Sambre River. 1
Despite the fact that it remained, throughout its history, an extremely
modest priory of between twelve and twenty men, Oignies came to possess
two of the medieval southern Low Countries' greatest claims to fame: the
female mystic and ascetic Marie of Oignies, and the artistic productions of
Giles' brother and fellow canon, the goldsmith Hugh of Oignies. 3 Marie's
ascetic and mystical practices became both a model of and a model for the
semireligious women of Northern Europe who came to be known as beguines. Hugh's artistic productions have come to be recognized as some of
the most important exemplars of medieval Gothic metalwork, and largely
because of Hugh's work, the treasures of Oignies are listed in guidebooks as
one of"twenty-seven things not to miss" in Belgium.'~
Most medieval historians know something about Marie of Oignies, and
most medieval art historians know something about the works of Hugh of
Oignies. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the extreme asceticism of the
one and the sumptuous luxury of the other were deeply intertwined, we
tend to study them as separate fragments embedded within the historiographies of different disciplines. Similarly, those of us who are interested in
Western Christian preaching and spirituality have mined only some of the
fragments of the life and works of Marie's biographer Jacques de Vi try, leaving a large part of his life and works for historians of the Crusades.'
In this paper I attempt to dislodge these embedded fragments and to rearrange them, just as one rearranges fragments of colored glass by turning the
wheel of a kaleidoscope, thereby creating a new design. I argue that through
the metalworks of Hugh of Oignies, which were created to enhance the
space in which Marie of Oignies' holy body was honored and memorialized,
precious gemstones from the East were deliberately associated with Marie's
holiness. The writings of Jacques de Vitry, the written traditions to which
those writings belong, Jacques' gifts to Oignies, and his lifelong relationship
with the priory provide important keys to understanding this meeting of
East and West.
Marie of Oignies began her religious vocation sometime after 1191, when
she convinced her new husband that they should pursue a religious life by
working with lepers in the leprosarium ofWillambroux. 6 Over the next decade or so her charitable service, and, even more important, her personal
self-denial, earned her an international reputation. At some point in the first
decade of the thirteenth century Marie decided to leave both her husband
and the lepers of Willambroux to pursue a more inward spiritual vocation
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among the women living next to the priory of Oignies. Not long after that,
Marie was joined at Oignies by Jacques de Vitry, a Parisian cleric whose
personal devotion to her would insure both the fame of the woman and the
material comfort of the community of men at Oignies. 7
Marie's extreme self-denial, most especially her long periods of fasting,
resulted in her death in 1213; but before she died she convinced Jacques de
Vitry to become a priest and to pursue a career as a preacher. 8 That career
led him first to battle heresy in southern France, and then, between 1216 and
1226, to the bishopric of Acre in the Holy Land, where he both propagandized and participated in the fifth crusade. Ultimately his fame as a preacher
earned him the honor of Cardinal Bishop of Tusculum. 9 But jacques' first
loyalty remained Oignies: he joined its community of regular canons before
Marie's death and he returned there sometime between 1226 and 1229 to
consecrate the community's new church and to move Marie's body from
the priory's cemetery to a sepulcher that was placed near one of the church's
altars, where it became a center of pilgrimage."' Finally, before his death in
1240 jacques indicated that he wanted to be buried at Oignies, near Marie, and he endowed the community with 1,500 silver pounds, silk textiles
from the Orient, his personal ecclesiastical ornaments, relics of saints, and a
large number of books." There is good reason to believe as well that jacques
was the source of the precious gemstones that became a part of the wealth
of the community and were incorporated into the metalwork of Hugh of
Oignies. 12
jacques bestowed gifts to Oignies because of his devotion to Marie. And
those gifts provided both the occasion and the material means for the making of the "treasures of Oignies" by Hugh of Oignies and his workshop. Indeed, the ceremony of rededicating the church in 1226!1229, over which
jacques presided, seems to have provided the occasion for the "unveiling"
of Hugh's artistic talent: none of his works are known to have been created
before that date-"'
The treasures of Oignies owe their claim to fame to Hugh's enormous
talent, especially his skill with metal filigree, and his application of the techniques of niello and metal engraving to create images of elegantly draped
human figures that have been favorably compared to the Gothic sketches of
Villard de Honnecourt."' Nevertheless, without Jacques de Vitry's devotion
to and promotion of the extreme asceticism of Marie and the sanctity of her
body there would be no such treasures. Jacques' writings about Marie, the
Orient, and gemstones help to explain why the canons of Oignies drew upon
luxurious works of precious metals and gems from the east in their efforts
to honor and remember a woman whose extreme acts of personal poverty
resulted in her saintly death.
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Caroline Bynum has written about one reason Jacques de Vitry and his
contemporaries associated ascetics like Marie with precious metals and
gems: saintly ascetics were associated with the resurrected body, which was
often described as being like precious gemstones and metals." I revisit Bynum's discussion here because these ideas about the resurrected body influenced Hugh of Oignies' work. However, I also argue that there were several
other reasons why jacques de Vitry, the canons of Oignies, and others who
were responsible for promoting Marie's cult, such as her second hagiographer, Thomas of Cantimpre, thought that it was more than reasonable to
honor and commemorate Marie with precious metals, gems, and treasures
from the Orient. Those reasons had a lot to do with the way that Westerners
thought about "the East:'
In her book The Resurrection ofthe Body, Bynum has demonstrated that as
early as the fourth century Christian theologians began to draw on the image of precious stones and metals to represent the change that would occur
in the bodies of believers at the time of the final resurrection of the blessed
at the end of time. Precious metals and gems worked well in the development of these metaphors because they were beautiful and they were not
subject to corruption, decomposition, and change. 16 Theologians argued,
moreover, that the bodies of living and dead saints already demonstrated
some of the characteristics of the resurrected body. Through their asceticism, saints overcame the need for food and sex-the life processes that are
central to individual and collective survival precisely because mortal bodies
are subject to decomposition, death, and change. After their deaths, moreover, the bodies of the saints demonstrated certain powers, and those powers, theologians asserted, pointed to the truth in their claims about bodily
resurrection. 17
In jacques de Vitry's own time defenders of orthodoxy perceived that
dualist heretics posed a vital threat to the Church's doctrines and authority. Those heretics had begun to challenge Catholic claims about the body.
They denied the "real" presence of Christ's body and blood in the elements
of the eucharist, they denied the power of the relics of saints, and they did
not believe in bodily resurrection.'" jacques constructed the Life of Mary of
Oignies in such a way that her spirituality and miraculous powers served
as living proof that the heretics were wrong in denying the spiritual importance of the human body. Marie was extremely devoted to the eucharist- in
which the body of Christ was made present in the bread and wine of the
mass-and she experienced visions demonstrating Christ's real presence in
those elements.'' Similarly, she was devoted to saintly relics, and in her visions she could authenticate relics, even to the point of learning the name of
a saint whose bones had hitherto remained anonymous. 20 Moreover, Marie's
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asceticism~her

extreme fasting, her tendency to go weeks at a time \vith-

out eating anything but the eucharist-transformed her living body into a
resurrection body_ She became indifferent to cold and welcomed pain; and
Jacques continually described her as a "precious pearl; a "jewel; and gold
that had been purified in a furnace_ After her death, moreover, he heard
of someone who had a dream in which Marie's body appeared "as if transfo!'med into a precious stone:'21

jacques himself wore a silver neck amulet containing the bones of one
of Marie's fingers. He claimed that the relic saved one of his pack mules
from drowning, and Thomas of Cantimpre wrote that it delivered jacques
from danger at sea. jacques later gave the relics and amulet to the man who
would become Pope Gregory IX." AlLer Marie was exhumed around 1226,
another of her fingers was placed in a phylactery that was created by Hugh
of Oignics and remained at Oignics until1817 (sec fig. 17.1)_23

Marie's devotion to relics and the ways in which her own relic-body
were treated point to new developments in the cult of relics that developed
around the year 1200, and that found expression in the metalwork of Hugh
of Oignies and his workshop. Firsr, as Bynum and Michael Lauwers have
argued, it was around this time that the fashion for dividing the bodies of
saints- for separating their fingers, feet, teeth, hair, and skulls from the rest
of their bodies. and then depositing those body parts either in churches
or in personal and ecclesiastical jewelry-first took hold." Two new kinds
of reliquaries-body part reHquaries and jewelry

reliquaries:~ 5 -grew

out of

this fashion, and we find both among the treasures of Oignies that were
created by Hugh and other goldsmiths in the workshop of Oignies. Among
the body part reliquaries were two "foot" reliquaries for rhe relics of the feet
of Saint )ames Major and Saint Blaise.'" Another reliquary, created by Hugh
himself for a relic of the rib of Saint Peter that may have beten given to the
priory by Jacques de Vitry, consisted of a large crescent mounted on a central stem and surmounted by a cylinder of transparent rock crystal conraining the relics (see fig. 17.2). The crescent shape wa' reminiscent of the body
parr that the cylinder contained.
Hugh and his workshop created six phylactenes-large pieces of ecclesiastical jewelry with small boxes designed to hold relics. One of those, made
by Hugh himself with the assistance of his workshop, was the phylactery for
Marie's finger that was created soon after her body was exhumed around
1226 {see fig 17.1)." Fourteenth· and fifteenth-century works of art, such as
the paintings of Simone Martini and the Van Eyck brothers, give us a clear
idea of how pieces of ecclesiastical jewelry resembling these phylacteries
were worn by clerics durin.g Hturgical ceremonies. ~
The second new development in the cult of relics, whic;, we find in the
2
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FIGURE 17.1

Hugh ofO ignies and his atelier. Phylactery forthe finger of Marie

of Oign ies, between 1226 and 1230. Brussels, Musccs royaux d'art et d'histoire.
Gilded copper over wood core. colored glass, rock crystal, enameled copper.
The hinged enamel door opens to reveal the relics within. Around the border of
t:he square surrounding the door are the words identifying the relics, "HIC EST
JUNCTURA BEATE MARIE DE OIGNIES:"

Caption descriptions adapted from: Robert Didier and jacques Toussaint. "Tr.;sor des
Soeurs de Notre-Dame a Namur. Catalogue critique; in AUIOI/r de HUJ,J(I d'Oignies. Catalogue of exhibition directed by Robert Didier and jacques Toussaint (Namur, 2003): Didier
and Toussaint, "Oeuvres dispersees du Tresor d'Oignies; in Aulour de Hugo d'Oignies; and
Ferdinand Courtoy, "Le tresor du prieure d'Oignies aux Soeurs de Notre-Dame Narnur
et )'Oeuvre du Frere Hugo," Bulletin de {~ Commi~sion Royale des Monument.~ el de.\ Sill!!!
3 (Brussels, 1952).

a

PI10TO CO URTESY OF MUSEES RO YAUX D'ART ET o'HJS T Oil\E, BRUSSELS.

devotion of Marie and the works of Hugh and his workshop, entailed what
Hans Belting has called a "need to see:· and what Suzannah Biernoff has
· called the desire for "ocular communion."1 9 Marie's desire for_eucharistic
union was so intense, Jacques tells us, and her longing in its absence so
great, that she would substitute visual communion for ingestion, begging,
after mass had been performed, that she be allowed "to look for a long time
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17.2 Hugh ofOignies. Reliquary for the rib of Saint Pcter,1238. Trea-

sures of the Sisters of Notre-Dame of Namur. Gilded copper and silver, gemstones. rock cr ystal, niello.
The reliquary consists of a crescent mounted on a stand and surmounted by a
transparent rock crystal cylinder lined with silk and held in place by four slender
columns. The crescent shape, which evokes the shape of the relic. is decorated
on this side with two nielloed plates, metal filigree, pearl. ruby. garnet, sapphire.
topu, and amethyst. The inscription on the nielloed plates reads, " IN HOC VASE
HABETUR / COSTA PETRI APP."'
PHOTO COU RTESY OF IRPA· KIK.

~

IRPA· KIK.

into the empty chalice on the altar:'31' One of Marie's visions was sparked by
her practice of gazing upon the consecrated host, which was displayed in a
pyx. Another took place when she gazed upon the relics of the True Cross.
Marie claimed that the host in the pyx had a light brighter than the sun and
that the relics of the True Cross shone with "heavenly light."'J'
All of the reliquaries from Hugh of Oignies' workshop responded to this
new practice of intense visual devotion, which placed a premium on seeing
the obj_e ct of devotion. The six phylacteries and the two foot reliquaries contained small doors that could be opened to reveal the contents within (see
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FIGURE 1.7.3 Hugh ofOignies. Double traverse reliquary cross for pieces of the

True Cross. ca.

1228-1230.

Brussels, MusCes. royaux d'art et d'histoire. \X/ood

core, gilde..'li silver, rock crystal, gcmstor.es.
lhe cross is decorated with ri1igree, niello, amethyst, garnet, sapp~ire, carnelian,

an ancient intaglio, and fragments of ml!lefwri. Six medalllons of rock crystal
reveal authenticating parchments for various rE'lics. At the lower traversal a small
door containing a medallion of trar.sparent rock crystal covers the reHcs of the
true eros~, which arc identifie:.: by an inscription, "DE LIGNO DOMtN!."
PHOTO COU!l.TESY OF MUS££$ O.OYA.t;X D'Afl.T ET ~'H!STOIRE-BI1US5ELS.

fig. 17.1)." One double traverse cross that Hugh and his workshop made for
pieces of the True Cross included cavities for displaying the relics. A similar cross by Hugh himself held the relics under a small door of transparent
rock crystal (sec fig. 17.3)." Finally, both the reliquary for the rib of Saint
Peter and one created by Hugh for relics of Saint Nicolas housed the relics
in cylinders of clear rock crystal, thus enabling the observer to view both
the contents and the container simultaneously (see fig. 17.2).A Two other
reliquaries that were made at Oignies around this time employed vases of
carved rock crystal from Fa timid Egypt to house the relics.'' These contain·
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FIGURE 17.4 Detail ofjig.17.2. Hugh ofOignies. Reliquary for the rib of Saint
Peter, 1238. Treasures of the Sisters ofNotre-Dame ofNamur .

Detail showing large topaz surrounded by two amethysts, two pearls, and filigree
work depicting grapes and grape leaves. Below the topaz is a small relic custodial-a later addition-with authenticating parchment.
PHOTO COURTESY OF !RPA-KIK.

© IR PA·KIK.

ers, which may have come to the priory as containers for some of the relics
from the Orient that were given by Jacques de Vi try, were not as transparent
as the smooth cylinders of the Saint Peter and Saint Nicolas reliquaries, but
the beauty of these items, and the fact that they were from the Orient, nevertheless enhanced the experience of gazing upon the relics within.
In and of themselves, inert bones can speak neither to their own identity
nor to the claims that they have miraculous powers because they already
participate in the glory of resurrected flesh. Written authentifications were
essential to clarifying the identity of a relic, and in the reliquaries of Hugh
of Oignies we find that these, like the relics themselves, were often incorporated into the reliquary in a way that responded to the need to see: several of
the phylacteries from Hugh's workshop and one of the cross-reliquaries for
pieces of the True Cross included domes or windows of rock crystal that revealed pieces of authenticating parchment (see fig. 17.3).:16 1he reliquary for
the rib of Saint Peter had a later addition of a small custodial holding relics
and a visible piece of authenticating parchment (see fig. 17-4). But authenticating pieces of parchment could convey onJy the message that particular
bones belonged to particular saints; they could not communicate the message that those saints and their bones had had glorified flesh that performed
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n::iracks, 'That message had to be invoked by the packaging, and like many
rr:asters of Gothic metalwork, Hugh of Oignies' communicated that message by creating dazzling frames of precious metal, colored glass, and precious gemstones.

While Hugh of Oignies employed precious materials in all of his reliquaries, he reserved the precious and semiprecious gemstones at his disposal

for a subcategory of reliquaries and liturgical objects: those that had a close
relationship with the most important suffering and resurrected body of allthat of )esus, 37 The reliquary that he created fur the rib of Saint Peter-the
prince of jesus's apostles-contained pearls, garnet, beryl, ruby, sapphire,
topaz, amethyst, and an ancient intaglio made of plasma (green chalcedony)
(see figs, 17.2 and I?Al-" A set of Gospel covers that Hugh actually signed
indudcd pearls, carbundc, sapphire, garnets~ agates, rubies, aquamarine,

an ancient intaglio carved in chalcedony, two intaglios carved in nicolo
(blue on black onyx), and an ancient cameo carved from mother of pearl
(sec fig. l?.s)-'" A cross reliquary attributed to Hugh, which was made as a
"frame" for pieces of the True Cross, contained ruby, garnet, emerald, topaz,
chrysoprase, beryl, turquoise, zircon, pearls, and an ancient intaglio carved
in corneltan:'" A second cross reliquary (mentioned above), made by Hugh
himself and containing pieces of the True Cross, was decorated with garnet,
amethyst, sapphire, carnelian, and an ancient intaglio (see fig. 17,3):11 Both
of these crosses evoked the East not only with gemstones but also with their
double-traverse style, which had been introduced into the West by pilgrims
and crusaders returning from the Holy Land and Byzantium:"
There is a pattern here pointing to the f1rst way in which gemstones ere~
ated an association with the "Orient:' Hugh limited his use of gemstones to
objects associated with Jesus' life in the Holy Land: the gospels, the True
Cross, and the relics of Saint Peter, Hugh's choice of gemstones worked in
another way to establish links benveen Oignies and the Holy Land because
they included ten of the twelve gemstones mentioned in the book of Revelation as adornments on the walls of the heavenly Jerusalem, These gemstones,
as well as those worn by the high priest Aaron in tho book of Exodus, were
the subject of an allegorizing tradition reaching back to late antiquity.'"
lhc association between gemstones and the Orient was also underscored

by the tradition of "scientific" works concerning minerals and gemstones,
which had undergone a profound change in the late eleventh century, as a
result of new contacts between northwestern Europe and southern Italy that
grew out of the co]onizing activities of che ~ormans. Before the late eleventh century the mincrological tradition of the ancient world was known

in the West largcly through the works of Pliny the Elder and of Isidore of
Seville, a seventh-century Iberian who drew primarily on the work of Pliny,
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FIGURE 17

ion), ca.

.s

Hugh of Oignies. Gospel cover {back s ide, depicting the Crucifix-

1229-1230.

Treasures of the Sisters of Not re-Dame of Namur. Wood

core. silver, gilded silver, gemstones.
To the right and left of Jesus' head are a carbuncle and pearl depicting the sun
and the moon. The gemstone under his feet is a sapphire, the most valued of medieval gemstones. In the border, directly over Jesus' head. is an ancient intaglio
of chalcedony. which originally depicted a gorgon, but was probably intended to
represent an angel in this context (there are tiny wings on each side of the head).
The ancient cameo directly under Jesus' feet, made with m other- of-pearl and
depicting two wrestlers. was probably intended to invoke Jesus' triumph over
the forces of evil. The border is also decorated with ruby. garnet, agate, emerald, aquamarine, amethyst. pearl, and two additional ancient intaglios carved in
nicolo.
PHOTO COURTESY O F IRPkK!K. II:) IRPA· KIK.
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Both Isidore and Pliny described what gemstones looked like and where
they came from~gcnerally from the East: Egypt, Arabia, Persia, and "india;
as it was broadly conceived:14
Sometime before the late eleventh century, however, monks working in
southern Italy, most notably Constantine the African, translated and incorporated into Latin texts magical lapidaries from Helleni•tic Alexandria and
from the Arabic tradition. Then in the late eleventh century, Marbodc of
Rennes, who was active in western Francia. created a versified lapidary that
combined the writings of Isidore and these magical texts. 45 The success of

Marbode's lapidary was enormous. There are more than one hundred fifty
manuscripts of the original Latin text, as well as numerous manuscripts of

French, Italian, English, German, Danish, Irish, and Hebrew translations."
In many ways the magical powers of gemstones, as described by Marbode, overlapped with the magical powers of relics of the saints. However,
Marbode made no attempt to explain the powers of gemstones theologically." Indeed, the best way to read his lapidary-and the manuscript evidence supports this-is to see it as a medical text.'" 'Ihus the lapidary was
often copied ,.;th herbals and other medical works.
Nevertheless, late-twelfth- and early-thirteenth-century theologians did
begin to interpret Marbode's lapidary tradition in theological ways-especially in two contexts: in works on "the wonders of the East"; and in encyclopedic works "on the nature ofthings:''9 1he two authors oft he Lives of Marie
of Oignies participated in this transformation: jacques de Vitry included a
section on gemstones-based loosely on Marbode-in a discussion of "the
wonders of the East" in his History of the Orient; and Thomas of Cantimpre
discussed gemstones in his work On !he Nature of Things."
Bot!> jacques and Thomas made it clear that the powers of gemstones came
from God, and indeed that they served as proofs of God's omnipotence. At
the beginning of his discussion of the "wonders of the East" jacques thus
claimed that "God marvelously worked many things in those parts of the
world; andthat those marvelous things had the effect of converting "good
and prudent men" to the "praise and glory of God," while causing "trivial
and curious men" to return to their preoccupation with vanities.:- 1 At the
end of his brief discussion of gemstones Jacques declared that there were
other kinds of gems in the East but the ones he had discussed were sufficient
"for the praise of divine omnipotence."" Thomas stated in On the Nature
of Things that "Many exceptional and favorable miracles of healings are experienced in gemstones .... The reason for these miracles is the will of the
omnipotent God, who preaches to men through the marvels of things:""
Once the magic of stones had been "blessed;' so to speak, by this new
theological reading, it was natural to see their magic as complementing the
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powers of relics. According to Jacques de Vi try, emerald, sapphire, and topaz
helped to preserve chastity and cool lust. Emeralds, chalcedony, and beryl,
he claimed, were good for sore and infected eyes. Emerald could counteract falling sickness, sapphire was good for pregnant women, topaz could
cure hemorrhoids, agate could serve as an antidote for poisons, jacinth (or
zircon) provided comfort for those troubled by sadness or groundless suspicions, chalcedony could help the Jnsane and fight noxious humors, and
amethyst counteracted drunkenness." 1

The powers of these stones-all of which were included in the works of
Hugh of Oignies for the treasures of Oignies-resembled those of relics associated with Marie of Oignies. Like sapphires, Marie's clothing, which was
kept at Oignies, assisted women in labor." Like jacinth, her finger calmed
the troubled mind of the future Pope Gregory IX.56 Gemstones, then, helped
to symbolize the transformed nature of resurrected bodies in part becausf:'

they themselves could transform broken bodies back to wholeness, thereby
overcoming aspects of mortality.

But the lapidary tradition, which was so important to the thinking of
Marie's two biographers, created associations between gemstones and the

East on several levels. First, Marbode's poem purported to be a letter from
Evax, the king of Arabia, to the emperor N ero,5' Hence it perpetuated the
idea thaL knowledge about gemstones and their powers came from the:

East. Moreover, Marbode and Isidore claimed (correctly, I might add) that
the most desirable and best, quality stones came from the East, especially
from 'India."" Both jacques de Vitry and Thomas of Cantimpre repeated
and elaborated this idea. Thomas even claimed that stones from the East
had the most magical power." Aristocratic records from the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries indicate that lay consumers continued to seek out, and
value, gemstones and pearls with Eastern origins.w
Thomas's daim concerning the magical powers of Eastern gemstones

leads us to a third set of associations between gemstones and the East, providing yet another reason for honoring saints like Marie with gemstones:

the East-all of it-was construed, in the imagined geographies of Jacques
de Vitry, Thomas of Cantimpr€\ and others, as holy. 61 This was of course
true of the Holy Land itself, most of which became unreachable to Latin
Christians after jerusalem fell to Saladin in 1187. And it was also true of
"India" (meaning, roughly, the entire Indian subcontinent, Malamar, and
Ethiopia)."'1 L<tomas of Cantimpre told a story about a virtuous churchman

that illustrates the spiritual respect that people rendered to all items coming
from the Orient: although that churchman was in the habit ofturning down
all gifts, he made one exception, for a gift of some nutmeg, because "it was
the fruit of the Orient.""
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For Jacques de Vi try, "India" was populated by large numbers of mysterious Christians, and by pagans whose holy way of life was nearly Christian,
and much like the way of life of Marie of Oignies. As far as jacques was concerned, the presence of Christians in the Far East had strategic importance
for winning back the Holy Land from the Muslims and convincing Westerners to come fight in the Fifth Crusade. In fact, he believed that there were
more :,\l'estorians and Tacobitcs in the East than there were Latin or Greek
Christians in the West and in the former Byzantine empire.01 .1\rioreover,
Jacques' belief in the existence of holy men and women in India who were
ignorant of Christian teaching suggested that India was not only a space that
was close to paradise (as evidenced by the long tradition in Biblical commentaries that the Ganges was one of the four riversllowing out of Eden)/;~
but also a space that did not seem to know the consequences of the fall of
Adam and Eve.
In order to understand how 'Indian' Christians fit into jacques' strategic
hopes for the recovery of the Holy Land, we need to back up and take a look
at his broader discussions of the Oriental Christians whom he encountered
when he assumed his position as bishop of the port city of Acre in the Holy
Land in 1216. Jacques' second letter home described Syrian Christians, )acobites, ~A.rmenians, Maronites, and Nestorians, whose sect, he believed, included the legendary Presler John~a powerful Christian king living somewhere in India."· In his descriptions of these Christian sects, which he developed further in his History of the Orient, Jacques expressed an extremely
low kvel of tolerance for religious difference. Some of the differences that he
encountered-like the doctrines of the Nestorians concerning the nature of
Christ67-touched on fundamental issues that had divided Christian communities since the fourth century. These were understandably irreconcilable
as far as Jacques was concerned. Other differences, however, were more a
matter of religious practice or lifestyle.
Concerning the )acobltes, Jacques received mixed reports as to whether
or not their beliefs about the nature of Christ resembled those that had been
condemned at the Council of Cha!cedon in the fifth century. He was certain,
however, that members of this sect did not make confessions to priests. His
discussion of this practice suggested that it was nearly as offensive as differ~
ences on the nature of Christ~despite the fact that in the West the requirement of annual confessions to priestS had only been instituted a few years
earlier, at the Fourth Lateran Council."
jacques apparently abhorred the Syrian Christians, who "looked" to him
too much like the Muslims. Not only did they speak Arabic, but they also
wore beards and their women wore veils, like Muslim women. According
to jacques, the Syrian Christians "mingled" with the Muslims and usually
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imitated "their crooked ways:' 69 Most of them, he claimed, were untrustworthy, duplicitous, conniving, liars, traitors, easily won over by bribes, and
thieves.'" Worse still, and this was apparently a sign of their servitude to and
corruption by the Muslims, they were "utterly unwarlike, and, like women,
useless in battles:'71 Jacques' discussion of the Syrian Christians served as a
warning for Latin Christians who had settled in the Holy Land and had become, according to Jacques, "soft" and "e:ffeminate:'72
The Armenians irritated jacques because, despite their profession of obedience to the Catholic Church in u98, they stuck to their own ways, including the use of communion wine that was not mixed with water. Jacques
offered a long historical discussion about how the jews in Jesus' time mixed
wine with water, and a symbolic discussion of how water signified that
which is fleeting, thus symbolizing mortal people who were joined to jesus,
the wine. Thus he harbored no doubts that the "Armenians in the Sacrament
of the altar neither imitate the Lord nor perceive the mystery [of humanity
joined to Christ]:'73
Still, jacques saw reason for hope in the existence of these Oriental sects.
He was convinced that with sound preaching (which he himself attempted
with these groups) the "errors" of these Christians would be corrected. Indeed, the conversion of Maronites to Western Catholicism in the twelfth
century (their leaders even attended the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215)
offered an example of one such success. And if we are to believe Jacques,
the orthodoxy of the Maronites affected their prowess. Thus, he assures his
audience that in battle the Maronites, unlike the Syrian Christians and Armenians, "are skilful and ready with bows and arrows:'" Better yet, they
were numerous.
By the time he wrote the History of the Orient, sometime after 1221,
Jacques had begun to place his hopes on two additional groups of Eastern
Christians-the Georgians of the Caucasus region and a certain "King David" of India. The Georgians had been impressing Latin Christians with
their military prowess since the time of the Third Crusade, when they first
formed an alliance with the Latins against the Muslims. Latin Christians
were aware, moreover, of the accomplishments of the Georgian king David
the Constructor, who in the years between 1089 and 1125 defeated the Turks
in his region and conquered a large territory between the Caspian and Black
Seas. In 12u Pope Innocent III reached out to King George IV of Georgia,
asking for his help in the Crusader States. In 1220 George IV informed the
Crusaders of his intentions to attack the Muslims in north Syria, but he was
never able to carry out that plan, due to the fact that his own kingdom was
attacked by the Mongols."
According the jacques, who was apparently unaware of the Georgians'
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defeat by the Mongols, the Georgians were "very warllke, valiant in battle,
strong in body and powerful in the countless number of their warriors.""
We know in fact that in the time of David the Constructor their armies
could reach as many as 300,ooo. 77 The Muslims, Jacques went on, feared
the Georgians, even going so far as to allow them to visit Jerusalem without

paying any tribute, and allowing them to display their Christian banners
when they crossed Muslim territory. Indeed, the Georgians were so fierce,
Jacques asserted. that even their women were accomplished in batt1e.71l He
goes into no details about the "errors" of the Georgians' Christian practices,

mentioning only that they read the scriptures in Greek and administered the
sacraments according to Greek custom. And while the length of the Georgian men's hair-about a cubit long, he teHs us-would have aroused a long
discourse had the Syrian Christians worn such hair, jacques only described
the practice, without comment. 7') Better to remain silent about dt.tlercnces
with men whose valor could prove crucial in any pan-Christian effort to win

back Jerusalem for Christendom.
Additionally tantalizing to Jacques and his contemporaries was an account about a certain King David of India that reached Damietta, Egypt,
in 1221, not long after the participants in the Fifth Crusade, accompanied
by Jacques, took it from the Muslims."' The "Account of the Deeds of King
David; which was apparently written by an Oriental Christian, purported to
relate the military accomplishments of a Christian king of India who was the
descendent of a certain King Bulgaboga. \Ve know, in fact, that there really
was a Christian king named Bulgaboga, who flourished toward the middle
of the twelfth century as king of the Naiman Turks. But the text about this
King David does not describe the accomplishments of the Naiman Turks.
Rather, it is the earliest surviving account of the rise of Genghis Khan, who
actually conquered the Naiman Turks."
Within a few years Latin Christians would learn that Genghis Khan was
no Christian, and their descriptions of him would turn from hope to horror. ln 1221, though, Jacques de Vitry thought that he had learned a true
story, which affirmed his belief that the Muslim world was both surrounded
and outnumbered by Christians who would ultimately defeat them. Significantly, the leader upon whom he hung his hopes, like the legendary Prester
john (whom Jacques had mentioned in his earlier letters), was thought to
reside in India. 82

jacques' India was populated not only by these legendary Christian rulers, bu.t also by pagan holy men, such as Brahmans and Gymnosophists.
His accounts of these holy men were borrowed from legends about Alexander the Great that had been circulating in the '/{iest since late antiquity
and had gained wide ~o~ularity during ~;e age of the Crusades."' Accord·
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ing to Jacques and his sources, the Gymnosophists, or "nude wise ones;
resided in caves, living lives of poverty and humility and despising the vain
and transitory things of the world.'" When Alexander the Great asked them
what they wanted, their only response was "Give us immortal lifE."'8;, Jacques'
Brahmans were quite similar: they resided in caves, ate the fruit of the land
without working it, were indifferent to cold, so never built tires, and never
gave themselves over to lust. Moreover, they coveted nothing, placed all of
their desire in the afterlife, and believed in a god who was "the word;' which
"created all things" and through which "all things live:''"
india, then, was not only a place where legendary Christian kings were
indomitable in their military accomplishments, it was also a place in which
unconverted ascetic pagans already seemed to "know" the Christian truth
even before they heard it. These ascetic pagans, with their innate, prelapsarian, goodness, stood in stark contrast to most Western Christians-whosco
avarice, adultery, and deceit helped to explain, in jacques' opinion, why God
had allowed them to lose jerusalem." Moreover, the natural goodness of the
Indian ascetics looked a lot like the asceticism of Marie of Oignies. Like the
Brahmans, Marie was indifferent to cold, coveted nothing, and refrained
from sex." Like them, Marie ate unprepared products of the land."

For jacques de Yitry and other literate Latin Christians of the early thirteenth century, gemstones not only symbolized the transformed nature of

the resurrected body, they also connected the \Vest to the East Precious
gemstones were thus appropriate for commemorating Marie of Oignies not

only because they resonated with the transformed body that she had already
begun to exhibit during her lifetime and that her relics continued to exhibit
after her death, but also because they reinforced links between Marie, Jesus,
the Holy Land, the Far East, and the Brahmans; and they brought the special favor that God had always poured on the East to Marie's resting place.
Moreover, gemstones might serve as reminders, to those who were less holy
than Marie, that in the Eest there were pagans who lived more virtuous lives
than theirs, and there were Christian rulers whose wealch, power, and military mightfar exceeded that of Western rulers, perhaps because they too led
more virtuous Hves than men and women in the West.
facques de Yitry had every reason ro pay honor to the woman who had
played such a central role in his own spirilual and professional growth, and
he did so in a way that made sense to him and to his contemporaries on several levels. On the surface, this bringing together of East and West through
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luxurious objects from the East played no role in reconciling Christianity
with Islam. for which Jacques and most of his Western contemporaries
maintained greot comempt. Nevertheless, despite Jacques' critique of the
avarice and luxurious lifestyle of Mohammed, Muslims, Oriental Christians,
and \Vesterners who assimilated in the Middle East, jacques, like other
Westerners, both desired and consumed the treasures of the East, many of
which came their way through Muslim intermediaries, Desire and the consumption of luxurious goods were acceptable, in Jacques· system of values.
~f they were turned to :o:eHgious ends. His secular contemporaries, however~
were not always so religious in the1r re2sons for bringing home, or demanding, Oriental goods. Indeed, even the canons of Oignies probably had more
material reasons for honoring Marie's burial place with dazzling luxurious
objects: after all, the greater Marie's prestige, the greater the profits from
pilgrims tO her place of burial.
While there was no paradox, for jacques de Vi try and his contemporaries,
in che way in which the luxuries of the East met the ascetic West in the
burial place of Marie of Oignies, there was a paradox in the distribution
of the wealth that came to Oignies because of Marie. Unlike the canons of
Oignies, the women who shared Marie's informal religious life-in huts just
outside the priory-did not benefit from the presence of her relics, nor did
they benefit from jacques de Vitry's generous gifts to the priory. The property records of Oignies make it very dear that gifts to the women were rare
and extremely modest. In fact the community of women lasted as long as it
did-which wasn't very long-because they passed their huts and personal
possessions on from one woman to another.'~ 0
By the middle of the thirteenth century the Church at large had grown re!·
atively intolerant of informal women·s communities, and of the proximity of
women's communities to men's. The women of Oignies-the real heiresses
to Marie's way ofHfe-were forced, around 1250, to move further away from
the priory. And in the first decades of the fourteenth century their community disappeared altngether." Locally, then, Marie had come to be valued as
a saintly relic, but not as a role model for other women to follow.
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The story of Giles' conversion is told in some-what legendary form m the anonymous
~Historia fundationis vem:rabi!is ecdcsiac beati Nicolai Oigniaccnsis ac ancillae
Christi Mariae Oi.gnincen.sls,"' in \leterum scriptorum et monumentorum historico·
rum. dogmaticorum. moralium, amplissima col!ectirJ. ~d. Edmond .\llartene and Ursin Durand {Paris: Montalanl, 1724; repr., New York: Burt Franklin, 1968), 6: co!s.
327-3.30; translation u~eci here is from Thomas de Cantlmpre, Supplement ta The Lifo
ojAfaric d'Oignles and Anonymous Hlstoty ofthe Foundation of the Venerable Church
of Blessed Nicholas of Oignies and the Handmaid of Christ Mtrrie d'Oignies, trans.
Hugh Felss (Saskatoon: ?eregrl.na, 19l!7) {hereafter trans. Fetss;, pp. 37-41. The bask
o'Jt!i!1es of the foundatioc legend ar(' corroborated by documentary sources linking
Gites to Walcourt ar.d by Thom2.s of Cmtirnpre, w!lo mention5 that Giles' mother
was one of the women at Oignies: Edouard Ponc~h·t, Chartes du prieu.re d'Oignies
de l'Ordre de Sairlt-Augustin (Namur: Wesmad·Charlier, 1913), pp. i-vi; Thomas of
Cantimpre, Supplemcntum vitae k!ariae Oigniacemis [hereafter Thorn~ ofCantimprC, Supplementurn} 2.10 (published in Acta .sancwrum quotquot toto arbe wluntur;
ed. llollandists, vols. 1- [Paris: V Palme, 1863-1940] [hereafter Acta sanctnrum. ed.
BoHandists], lunii:5:576; trans, Fei.ss, p. 15). Poncdet points out ~hat the date given on
the e:nliest document f:-om Oignies, 1192, is apparently a !:Cribal error, since the bishop
who approved the act was not cons~:crated untiln96.
2.,
Poncelet, Charte.s du prieud, p.lxi. As Walter Simons bas stressed (Cities of Ladies:
Beguine Cammu.n.itie.s in the },.Jedieval Low CoW'/tries, I200-1s6.<; (Phiiadelphia: U:-uversity of Pt-nrtsyivania Press, 2001], pp, 35-36}, the beguine movement of the Low
Countries emerged in a variety of ins:itutional settlngs, The situation ar Oignies gives
us one of those settings; the beginning of Marie of Oignies' religious life at a lcpws:mum gives us another (see text at note 6),
3. The "History of the Foundation of Oignies" identifies Hugh as GHes' brother: "Historia
fundationis;' col. 327 (trans. Ft>iss, p. 37). The best introduction to Hugh's work is the
beautifully illustrated catalogu<" of a recent exhibition of his work: Autour de Hugo
d'Oignie5, catalogue of an exhibition directed by Robert Didier and Tacques Toussaint
(Namur: Soci&t€ archtologjque de Namur, 2003). On the modesty of Oignies' possessions .se~ Ponrdet, Chartes du prieuri.
4- In Martin Dunford and Phil Lee, The Ro~.~gh Guide to Belgium an.d Luxernbcurg, 3d
ed. (London: gol!gh Guides, :J.oo2), p. xix, the treasures of Oignies are ranked nllmber
thirteen.
s. 1he most complt-te modern biography of!acques de Yitry is by Philipp Funk: Jakob
~'on Fitry: Leben und W'erke (lleitri!:ge zur Kulturgeschichte des Mittelal~e:;:s und der
genaissance, Heuusgcgeben ·von \\~"alter Goetz. Heft 3) {Leipzig: Druck, 1909; repr.,
Hildeshei::n: H. A. Gerster,berg, 1973). See also M. Cot:'ns, "jacques de Vitry; Biogra~
phie nationale, Supplement, Acad€mie Royale dt.':S sciences, des leures et des b€auxarts de Belgique, vols.1- (Brussels: Bruylant,1956~), voi. 31, supp. 3, co!s. 465~474,
6. Jacques de Vitry, 'lila i'.1ariae Oigniacensis [hereafter Jacques de Vitry, Vita ]1.1.14 (pub~
lishcd in Acta sa11ctorum, ed. BoHandists, Iunii:s:sso; translatinn used is from Margot
H, King, t::ans.., The Life ojA'W.rie d'Oignies [Saskatoon: Peregrina, 1987j, p. H:i [here2.fter
trans. IGngj). On the lack of clarity for lhe chronology of Marie's hfe, see F.mk, Jakob
von Vitry, pp. 23-'1.4. ]he date of1J9l is based on ~ac:ques' asso:rtion that Marie was
fourteen when she was married, and about thirty~sh: when she died in 1213; Jac:qu~s de
Vitry, \"ita u.12; 2,12.109" {A.cta sanctorurn Iu:mi:s:sso, 572; trans. Ki:tg, pp. 14, 103).
'?.
Tho:n:1s of CantimprC, Supplementttm 1 ~Acta sanctorum, ed. I3olland;sls, lunii~5:573;
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